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An updated classic presents the essential skills of legal reasoning and analysis to a new generation

of law students. Its straightforward, flexible presentation man allows each teacher and student to

engage with the material in his or her own way. Legal reasoning and writing is carefully explored as

series of accessible and simple guidelines, and focused exercises allow students immediate

practice. By covering the basic principles of legal method, students learn to apply these principles in

legal writing. Extensive appendices offer useful examples.   The Fifth Edition offers a brand new

chapter on oral argument as well as additional material on electronic communication. A fresh and

tightened presentation is enhanced by a two-color design.   Features:     updated classic for a new

generation of law students   flexible, straightforward presentation   covers the essential skills of legal

reasoning and analysis   allows each teacher and student to engage in his or her own way   legal

reasoning and writing presented as a series of accessible and simple guidelines   focused exercises

allow students immediate practice   students learn the basic principles of legal method and apply

them to legal writing   extensive appendices with useful examples    Thoroughly updated, the

revised Fifth Edition presents:    a new chapter on oral argument   additional material on electronic

communication   fresh and tightened presentation throughout   2-color design
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I am in a program that will lead me to a MJ in healthcare law. For someone who comes from the

healthcare industry the format for legal writing is different. In healthcare we become very good at

organizing our notes according to review of systems and sorting out objective and subjective



information. The same sort of holds true for legal writing. There are formats. Not everything is

important and yet it is important to know what is important. The book gives a good foundation of the

different types of law and then goes over how to glean the important information to put in a brief,

memorandum, or other documents. I like how it uses actual cases for examples and often will ask

the reader to select example A, B or C as the best one. The author then gives the answer as to why

one was better than the others. Anyway, in the class I am taking we also read from other authors

but this is the primary one and all of them basically say the same thing.

Extremely helpful for first year law students or as review for the bar.

Product came brand new and just what I needed!

Required paralegal book.

Excellent.

Excellent

Needed to buy it for class, didn't use it much for class nor to pass the Bar. Not helpful.

Prof said "required". I read one chapter
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